99% or more of people on the earth are currently the offspring of the Gods.

Details aside, the life giving project on the earth, and our evolution, has been crowned with success. We exist, many vibrant civilizations are around, and life goes on, with its ups and downs.

While there are some disharmonious events taking place [normal for life], everything is going and always went according to plan.

Our Gods have colonies in Aldebaran, Orion, Sirius and many other places. They exercise control and visit us astrally, and do many other things for our future on a constant basis, and they are clearly helping us and we are clearly developing.

Satan and Beelzebub have been tasked with this and so many other people you see today on the earth are genetic creations of other Gods, such as Dagon, or Gods worked together in many of them. Then, these super advanced entities were given people to look after.

So far, it all goes fine. We humans keep doing mistakes that we could avoid, but we are overall, learning.

The only primary issue is that human beings are ignoring spiritual knowledge, but this isn't everywhere on earth. The more we also prove ourselves as great entities to the Gods, the more the blessings for us. Everyone here knows firsthand what I mean from this.

Beelzebub has shown me repeatedly, we currently at best comprehend 1% of this. They have a whole overview that most people can't even remotely imagine or comprehend.

The enemy exists of course, but as the Gods have reiterated to me many times, all of this is not besides the ordinary or the expected, and they are in full control. Humans or even the enemy acting in stupid ways, is also not outside of the plan, in the same way one knows that a baby will have a series of diseases on its way to adulthood.

We have to do our end in maintaining ourselves to not fall outside of this and do damage to ourselves, in the same way a baby must keep itself in a crib or stay in the car when its mother tells it to.
But everyone must understand that the whole situation is always under their supervision and control. That is not to make us pointlessly become lazy, as this will be our undoing by our own hand, but so long we do what we ought do and approach the future based on the ethical, spiritual and knowledge norms the Gods have given us, we will be fine as a species.

All the things they told us are for our evolution and a sharing of intense experience to help us in our journey. We can know this by just observing the universe, which they also allow us to do on our own pace.

Eventually, in one way or another, we will come to our 'senses' collectively.

We have to do our part. As everyone can understand, we are both "self responsible" and also "collectively" responsible in the same time.

The process of all of this on the highest levels has always been under control.
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